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Disclaimer

This information provided in this document has been prepared for discussion purposes only and is qualified in its entirety by the legal documentation relating to Innovator Capital Limited (ICL). This document is not intended for distribution to or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation. This document is not and should not be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe to any investment. This document is not a “financial promotion” but an informative document within the scope of the rules under the FSA. Unless otherwise agreed by us in writing, ICL is not acting as your financial adviser or in any other fiduciary capacity with respect to any proposed transaction. This document is not directed to parties other than those addressed or mentioned explicitly in this document.

The information contained in this document is based on material we believe to be reliable; however, we do not represent that it is accurate, current, complete, or error free. Assumptions, estimates and opinions contained in this document constitute our judgment as of the date of the document and are subject to change without notice. Any projections are based on a number of assumptions as to market conditions and there can be no guarantee that any projected results will be achieved. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

The distribution of this document and availability of our services in this document whether in part or in whole must be approved be approved by us with the express understanding of all the limitations above the confidential nature of the information presented herein.

ICL specifically disclaims all liability for any direct, indirect, consequential or other losses or damages including loss of profits incurred by you or any third party that may arise from any reliance on this document or for the reliability, accuracy, completely or timeliness thereof.

Innovator Capital Limited is registered in England (No. 04955719) with its registered 33 St. James's Square, London SW1Y 4JS.
Innovator Capital - Business Model

- Cleantech Companies
- Users: Government, Corporate
- Financial Investors
- Strategic Investors
Innovator Capital – Services

- Trade & technical media
- Political Intelligence
- Revenue generation
- In/out licensing
- Intellectual property strategy
- Corporate finance & M&A

Sourcing & selection
CleanEquity™ Monaco

1. Source
   - 350 companies per annum
   - From every sub-sector & around the world

2. Refined to top 60
   - Management
   - Technology
   - IP
   - Revenue potential

3. Showcase 35 to
   - Financial & Strategic Investors
   - Government & corporate users
   - Media
Innovator Capital - Scope of expertise

Licensing / Royalties
- Technology IP
- Process IP

Mezzanine / Convertibles
- Preferred shares

Equity
- Common shares

Debt
- Senior debt
- Subordinated loans

Low Capital Cost
- High Capital Cost
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Death or Tears

Higher Capital Risk

Idea
Patents filed & Intellectual Property ownership begins

Seed Grants

Valley of Death
#1: Proof of concept research

Research Funding

Valley of Death
#2: Component Demonstration (prototyping)

Demonstration Funding

Valley of Death
#3: System Demonstration (deployment)

Commercial Deployment

Education/Advocacy

Political/Technical/Media Awareness

*Derived from Chesonis Foundation 2009
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